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ABSTRACT
Body perception has a significant impact on people’s motor, emo-
tional, and social functioning. We evaluated the potential of four
different existing wearable prototypes, which provide sound or hap-
tic bodily feedback to alter body perception. In a Research through
Design workshop, we invited professional dancers as expert study
participants to explore and assess our prototypes. Based on the
workshop’s insights, we articulate the experiential quality of Body
Transformation, which characterizes how dancers perceive and
experience their bodies while interacting with such prototypes.
The quality encompasses a perceptual and holistic transformation,
impacting the feelings about body, movement and emotions, and
where the sensory feedback’s evocative power is crucial. Addition-
ally, it elicits different transformation valuations. We contribute a
deeper understanding of the impact of sensory feedback on body
perception, its potential for transforming people’s overall body ex-
perience, and methodological insights on the potential of working
with dancers to evaluate wearable sensory technology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The term body perception is used to refer to a multifaceted phe-
nomenon that encompasses both perceptual (e.g. perceived body
size) and attitudinal (e.g. emotional feelings and thoughts towards
body size) components [22]. Body perceptions, as well as appraisals
that people have and make on their own body size, shape, appear-
ance or capabilities, have a significant impact on motor, emotional,
and social functioning, and are intricate with many health con-
ditions [2, 37, 79, 91]. Importantly, cognitive neuroscientific re-
search has widely shown that body perception is highly plastic
[11, 25, 65, 93, 117], and can be altered through multisensory sig-
nals related to the body. This has fostered strands of research both
within cognitive neuroscience and HCI exploring the potential of
sensory technologies providing bodily feedback to affect the own
body perception [6, 49, 55, 59, 77, 108, 109, 123].

Prior works showing the capacity of sensory inputs to alter
body perception have focused mostly on visual stimuli [59, 78,
129], which can be very constraining of body movement, or have
been confined to laboratory or highly controlled environments in
quantitative studies, and focusing on the effects of sensory feedback
on singular components of body perception (e.g. [6, 17, 49, 59–61, 87,
104, 109, 114, 129]). Hence, to date, there is a lack of understanding
of the holistic impact that sensory feedback technologies that affect
body perception can have on people’s experience of their own body
in complex and ubiquitous contexts beyond the lab. Similarly, there
is a lack of knowledge on how to evaluate such holistic experience,
and how to foster similar experiences through design.

To address this gap, in this paper we present Body Transforma-
tion as an experiential quality [46, 66–68], a conceptual knowledge
form characterizing the experience of people interacting with cer-
tain kinds of, or “genres,” of technologies [66–68]. In our work, such
category are technologies for altering body perception, represented
by four wearables deployed in a case study. As an experiential qual-
ity, our concept emerges analytically, reflecting patterns related to
the lived experiences of people interacting with them: in basis to
how our participants experienced their own body when interacting
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with four sensory feedback wearables that alter their body per-
ception. We articulate the experiential quality based on the results
of a case study: we engaged in a Research through Design [38]
workshop, in which we qualitatively evaluated the potential of four
different existing sound and haptic feedback wearable prototypes
to alter professional dancers’ perceptions of their own body. We
invited dancers as somatic connoisseurs [88], with a unique rela-
tionship to their own body perception andmovement, characterized
by proprioceptive acuity [48], heightened action-perception links
and movement control [9], as well as the capacity to articulate nu-
anced and elusive aspects of their somatic experience. We believed
that inviting dancers as expert study participants could support
nuanced assessments of wearable sensory technology prototypes.

During the workshop, 9 dancers experienced first hand different
existing prototypes: two sonification prototypes with proven ca-
pacity to alter body perception in other populations (SoniBand [62]
and SoniShoes [61]); and two novel prototypes, one sonification
wearable initially developed for art-based research and performance
(Joakinator [26]); and a vibrotactile prototype (Vibrants) resulting
from early design explorations [107], yet never evaluated with real
participants. We engaged in a qualitative analysis of interviews
and several auto-documentation forms such as sheets that included
questions and body maps [3, 124]. From our results, we surface
the impact of each prototype on body, movement and emotional
feelings. We characterize Body Transformation as an experiential
quality that fosters a perceptual and holistic transformation of body
perception. This transformation is often underpinned by the sen-
sory feedback’s evocative power, and it fosters different and varied
transformation valuations. We ground each characteristic of the ex-
periential quality on our empirics and our cognitive neuroscience
theoretical foundation.

Our work presents contributions at an empirical, a conceptual,
and a methodological level. Empirically, we contribute with novel
insights on the effects of SoniShoes and SoniBand on a new, body
expert, population (dancers). We also introduce two new proto-
types, Joakinator and Vibrants, with the potential to alter body per-
ception. Conceptually, based on the findings of our workshop we
contribute the experiential quality of Body Transformation, which
characterizes in a holistic way the experience of interacting with the
perception-altering prototypes in our workshop. This quality can
be used analytically, to better understand and evaluate the impact
of sensory feedback technologies designed to alter body perception.
As an experiential quality, Body Transformation holds potential to
be used evaluative, to develop design judgment ability of similar
technologies [66]. We also propose open and preliminary related
design inspirations towards employing the qualitygeneratively in
future works, by using the characterization of the concept and
the proposed design inspirations to craft a ”preferred state” [134]
towards which to aim in the design process.

These two contributions add to, and extend, prior work on sen-
sory technologies to alter body perception (e.g. [7, 19, 32, 51, 55, 60,
62, 73, 77, 86, 99, 103, 105, 107–110, 113–118, 129]). Finally, method-
ologically, our work shows the potential of working with dancers as
expert study participants to elicit nuanced assessments of wearable
technology prototypes. This aligns with and extends prior works
[31, 64] proposing inviting dancers as a relevant expert population
into the design process, and more broadly, to prior work on dancers

and dance within HCI (e.g. [32, 52, 64, 74, 81, 130, 133]) and TEI in
particular (e.g. [14, 40, 45, 47, 50, 56, 71, 75, 85, 92, 100].

2 BACKGROUND
We provide a theoretical grounding on cognitive neuroscience of
body perception that will help us to organize and articulate our
results and contributions. We also review related works on sensory
feedback and dancers within HCI.

2.1 Theoretical Foundations in Cognitive
Neuroscience

The way people perceive their own body (e.g. its appearance, config-
uration, and motor abilities) influences how they move and interact
with the environment and with others [37, 95]. Body perceptions is
a complex and multifaceted phenomena, that encompasses percep-
tions of one’s body configuration, such as position of body parts
and kinematics (i.e. motor capabilities), often referred to as body
schema [59, 70], used for tasks such as walking and tool manip-
ulation; and perceptions of body appearance, including shape
and size, often known as body image [25, 65]. Body image encom-
passes both perceptual (accuracy in perceiving one’s own body
size and shape) and attitudinal (emotional feelings towards one’s
body image) facets [22, 112]. Indeed, how people perceive their
body (e.g. big, light, strong) and their movement (e.g. fast, fluid)
is interrelated with emotions [60]. While these various facets of
the experience are tightly intertwined and co-shaping each other
[95], the extent to which they intertwine with each other is not
well established [22, 41], has been largely overlooked in prior work
[39], or studied separately. In this work, we study body experience
holistically, looking at the technology impact on both perceptual
and attitudinal components, as well as the (perceived) impact on
various related dimensions, such as behaviour and emotion. To do
so, we will draw from these theoretical underpinnings that have
been used in prior work (e.g. [60]), and use them as analytical lenses
to articulate the felt, subjective effects of sensory illusions on body
perception. These lenses include self-reported feelings about the
body itself (i.e. subjective perceptions associated to body image,
body capabilities and body awareness); feelings about the movement
(subjective perceptions associated to the movement of the body,
such as movement qualities, or difficulty in moving); and emotional
feelings (emotions felt when experiencing the illusion). We will
employ these overarching analytical lenses to report on our results
in Section 5.

2.2 Altering Body Perception Through Sensory
Feedback

A person’s physical body may not change quickly, but their body
perception is highly plastic [11, 25, 65, 93, 117]. Numerous neu-
roscience studies have demonstrated that through multisensory
signals it is possible to create perceptual illusions of one’s body
changing, such as having a shorter/taller or slimmer/wider body
[78, 108, 129]. These illusions can be designed, but the principles
behind their creation and impact are still being studied [65, 90].

Bodily illusions may arise from perceived sensory "conflicts" be-
tween different bodily signals [54, 131], e.g.: seeing a rubber hand
being touched while receiving synchronous touch to one’s own
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hand results in people reporting feeling as if the rubber hand were
theirs, revealing a three-way interaction between vision, touch, and
proprioception [11]. Using VR and involving visual, proprioceptive
and/or haptic feedback may elicit similar bodily illusions, e.g.: em-
bodying a body different from one’s own, even if this body has a
different shape [55], weight [77], or size [108, 129] than ours. The
sensory feedback generated by such systems is associated with their
bodies through two interrelated mechanisms [111]: a spatiotemporal
multisensory mechanism based on the spatiotemporal correlation
of multisensory signals; and individual and sociocultural influences,
involving memories and prior experiences that shape perception
and sociocultural norms that affect the body perception in specific
ways (e.g. body ideals) [111].

2.2.1 Sound and Haptic Feedback. Most technologies for altering
body perception are confined to laboratory or highly controlled en-
vironments, as they restrict whole-body movements and primarily
depend on visual stimuli [94, 101]. Here, we focus on sound and
touch feedback because they are less distracting and constraining
as individuals do not need to visually fixate on the feedback [15, 44].
Further, they can be embedded into wearable technology that can
be used in complex and dynamic contexts of use [128]. Next, we
present relevant prior work using sound and haptic feedback that
we will use in section 6 to discuss the novelty and contributions of
our work.

Sound feedback. Wearable technologies utilizing sound to pro-
vide feedback on movement have been used in sports, dance, motor
learning, health and rehabilitation [17, 18, 42, 72, 84, 87, 89]. Works
have looked at the possibilities of interactive movement sonification
(where body movements are transformed into real-time auditory
feedback) to enhance movement execution and control (for reviews
see [7, 86, 118]), movement awareness towards an improved per-
formance [51, 73, 105]), or in clinical settings [99]. The impact of
sound on altering body perception has been the subject of recent
research [103]. Manipulations of hand tapping sounds may induce
illusions of having a longer arm, which affect reaching movements
[113, 115, 117], or also alter the perceived strength applied to tap-
ping [110]. Creaky sounds can make individuals feel stiffer [103],
and sounds produced by a robotic arm can induce "robotized" feel-
ings [58], if paired with pressure applied to the body or with body
movement. Similarly, altering the frequency of footstep sounds
produced as people walk can influence perceived body weight and
impact gait, emotional state, and feelings of being quicker and
more feminine [19, 109, 114]. These studies highlight the need
to consider the interaction of sociocultural factors such as gen-
der stereotypes and weight stigma rooted in societal body ideals
[119] with the effects of sensory feedback to alter perceptions (e.g.
[107, 108, 114, 116]. Other sonification research has shown its posi-
tive effects on body and emotional feelings [61], and that sounds
with metaphors evoke additional meanings that exert sociocultural
effects on their perception [82, 111], e.g.: a mechanical sound is
associated with machinery and chains, evoking heaviness. Finally,
soma design works exploring sound have also shown the potential
of sound stimuli and feedback to influence body awareness, e.g.
[20, 21, 32].

Haptic feedback. Recent years have seen a proliferation of hap-
tic feedback wearables for well-being (e.g. to improve body posture

[4, 132]), sports and physical activity (e.g.: to provide information
on movement trajectory for movement guidance [5, 36, 102]), pos-
ture and body alignment (e.g. [125]) or motor task learning (e.g.[96],
see overviews in [27, 97]). Neuroscience research has shown that
haptic cues can be used to affect people’s perception of their own
body, mostly in combination with visual feedback [11, 122] and
with a major focus on the perceptual components of the experience.
In HCI, works within soma design have also explored the use of
haptics to alter body perception, e.g.: the Soma Mat uses thermal
stimuli to guide attention and raise awareness of different body
areas [49, 69, 106]; the Soma Corset affects the wearer’s perception
of their own body, leading to uncanny experiences and twisted per-
ceptions [53]; the Breathing Wings offers different tactile feedback
to help re-experiencing particular body parts [123].

Some soma design works are also relevant for our paper because
they argue for the transformative potential of design [106]: the po-
tential of assembling the sociodigital materials to create experiences
and foster engagements that transform the participants’ experience,
creating alternative, richer and potentially better ways of being in
the world. We will refer back to this transformative potential when
articulating the experiential quality Body Transformation.

2.3 Prior Work on Dancers
Researching and designing technologies for dancers and dance
contexts has a rich tradition in TEI, and more broadly in HCI (see
[50, 133] for recent reviews). Yet, to the best of our knowledge no
prior work has focused on altering their body perception. Most
prior works have focused on supporting creative processes and
outcomes of dancing [133], developing technology to e.g. disrupt or
prompt movements [52], explore interactions with instruments [74],
or adding visualizations [8, 13]. Within TEI in particular, several
works have focused on supporting interactive dance performances
and installations (e.g. [14, 45, 47, 56, 92]). Some works have focused
on the motor learning aspects of dance, e.g. understanding the
underlying learning processes and strategies [80] and developing
technology to support them [23, 81, 85, 120, 130]. Some works have
centered on the communication aspect, mapping out communica-
tive challenges [121] and supporting a dialogue [43, 71] between
stakeholders. Other works have centered on the analysis of dance
[133]. Finally, a more limited body of work has investigated dancers
and dance methodologically, for example, reflecting on the tensions
in integrating technology in dance [31], as inspiration for designers
to design interactions [40, 75]. More relevant for our work, some
prior work has involved dancers as experts in movement-based
design processes [64, 88] due to their somatic connoisseurship, ei-
ther to generate new designs [64, 88] or to evaluate technology
experiences, for example, inviting dancers to explore the sonic af-
fordances of an art installation [32]. We build on, and extend, these
works by inviting dancers as expert movers that can elicit nuanced
evaluations of wearable technology.

3 PROTOTYPES
Four wearable prototypes were brought to the workshop: SoniBand,
SoniShoes, Joakinator, and Vibrants. These were already function-
ing prototypes that had been previously developed in other contexts,
and that were brought to this study for their capacity to provide
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Figure 1: SoniBand on the left panel, depicting its technical elements and an example of wear with an angular movement
sequence that would activate it. SoniShoes on the right panel, depicting its technical elements and an example of wear on the
feet.

sound (SoniBand, SoniShoes and Joakinator) and haptic (Vibrants)
feedback to different movement dynamics. SoniShoes and Soni-
band were selected for the study due to their capacity to alter body
perception, demonstrated in prior work to which we refer to in
the next subsections. Joakinator and the Vibrants were selected so
as to study their potential to alter body perception, which at the
time of this writing, no user studies had done. Each of the three
sonification prototypes has a larger sound bank but for each, we
selected two sounds to test - one continuous and one discrete - to
allow for exploration of different sound types. The prototypes were
designed to be deployed in complex movement-centric contexts,
such as everyday movements, physical activity or performance
arts. Hence, they were designed to be comfortable and easy to use.
They could be worn in different body parts, that can be decided by
participants.

3.1 SoniBand
SoniBand [62] (Fig. 1, left panel) is a wearable designed for real-time
sonification of movement angles, through a range of movement-
generated sounds. Embedded in a patch of fabric in a bracelet, it can
be worn in various locations (e.g. arm, leg). Soniband integrates a
BITalino R-IoT embedding a 9-axis Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) 1. The
R-IoT transmits movement angle data wirelessly to a Raspberry Pi
Zero, which is controlled using a web browser. The device registers
the minimum and maximum angle of the body part (calibration),
and then it sonifies the movement angle.

Sound Conditions. Two sound conditions were brought to the
workshop. We chose one to be continuous and the other discrete,
as we believed that this physical characteristic of sound could elicit
different effects, based on previous findings [62]. The first was
“water”, a sound of continuous running water throughout the move-
ment, with an added "splash" sound of hitting water just after the
start/end position of the calibrated movement. The second sound
was a discrete "mechanical" sound that emulates rusty gears, and
that plays throughout the movement and changes its frequency
1Technical description available at https://ismm.ircam.fr/riot/ Technical implementa-
tion available at https://github.com/BiT-BTE/SoniBand-SoniShoes-IML

gradually as it gets near the start/end position of the calibrated
movement. For further details on these sounds see [62].

Context and Prior Work. Soniband was developed with the
aim of examining the impact of metaphorical movement sonifica-
tions (e.g. water, wind, mechanical sounds) on body perceptions
[62]. The effects of five distinct sonifications offered by Soniband
in promoting physical activity have been investigated in physically
inactive and physically active populations [62], in a study explor-
ing SoniBand in the context of functional exercises (e.g. squats, leg
stretches). Results showed that the sound metaphors led to alter-
ations in body perception (e.g., feeling strong) and quantity and
quality of physical activity (e.g., do more squats) in both popula-
tions.

3.2 SoniShoes
Sonishoes [61] (Fig. 1, right panel) are footwear incorporating move-
ment sensors that facilitate real-time sonification of foot move-
ments, including those generated during walking. This design in-
cludes a range of movement-generated sounds. Sonishoes consist
of a combination of soled sandals attached to straps, one for the left
foot and one for the right, each equipped with two Force Sensitive
Resistors (FSRs). Additionally, a pair of bands worn on the left and
right ankles each incorporate a BITalino R-IoT, which contains an
IMU. The R-IoT transmits sensor data wirelessly to a computer run-
ning Max/MSP software, which then sonifies the received sensor
inputs. Sound Conditions. Two sound conditions were brought
to the workshop. Like for SoniBand, we chose them so one would
be continuous and the other discrete [62]. The first was continuous
“wind” sound, a sample of a sound of actual wind modulated by
the sensor signals. Inputs from the front FSRs and accelerometers
are mapped to this sound, which plays during the foot swing of a
stride (the lower the FSR value, the lower the audio volume). The
second sound was a discrete “can crush” sound, which imitates the
sound of pressing an aluminum can against the ground [16]. In the
case of this sound, the FSR maximum values are mapped to varying
mean audio volume (the lower the FSR value, the lower the audio
volume). For further details, see [61].
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Figure 2: Joakinator on the left panel, depicting its technical elements and a still from an artistic performance where it was
worn and used. Vibrants on the right panel, first the wearable version placed on a person’s back as in the study, and the object
version.

Context and Prior Work. SoniShoes were designed to alter
body perceptions through sonification of gestures and sounds. A
previous quantitative and controlled study showed that they can
alter bodily sensations, affective states, and movement patterns
through metaphorical movement sonification during two physical
exercises: walking and thigh stretch [61]. In particular, the study
found that the wind sound made participants feel more in control
and less tired, while the can crush sound made them feel heavy and
tired, but also more flexible (see [62] for a more detailed account).

3.3 Joakinator
Joakinator is a wearable interactive interface that integrates an
Arduino, three muscle-tone EMG sensors, four FSRs, and machine
learning algorithms for sonifying muscle tone and force. The soft-
ware includes interfaces for communication and sonification pro-
grammedwith Processing andMax/MSP 2. The interaction design is
tailored to each project and based on machine learning algorithms
facilitated by the Wekinator software [33, 34]. The seven sensors
can be placed in different locations on the body and it is possible
to select and use a subset of them. We used three EMG sensors due
to time constraints and to focus on muscle engagement.

Sound Conditions. Two sound conditions were brought to
the workshop as in the other sonic prototypes, one chosen to be
continuous and one to be discrete, and to be different from those in
SoniBand and SoniShoes. One was an “electric” continuous sound
of electricity buzzing, which frequency and volume increase with
a higher muscle engagement. The other and a discrete "musical
notes" MIDI sound, generated through a stochastic algorithm using
the Real Time composition Library from Karlheinz Essl [29], and
through Ableton Live’s virtual synth. In the study, two of the EMG
sensors were generating a different note each, and the third sensor
was controlling the volume (velocity of the MIDI note).

Context and Prior Work. Joakinator was initially developed in
the context of an art-based research endeavor [26] examining the
interconnections between technology, body and performing arts,
2Technical description and implementation available at https://github.com/BiT-BTE/JK-
BiT

through an art-based research methodology. It has been used in 5
different projects encompassing 13 performances in different artis-
ticfestivals. In prior work, the artist found that Joakinator mediated
his relationship with the sound material, and that its direct control
with the muscle tone generated a new point of exploration of the
sound and muscle tone[26].

3.4 Vibrants
The Vibrants (Fig. 1, right panel) are two haptic actuation devices,
a wearable version and an object version. The wearable version
consists of five mini-motor discs, an adjustable waist belt with a
microcontroller, and a band with a BITalino R-IoT IMU. It provides
vibrotactile feedback based on body movement (angle changes) and
can be worn in different locations. The R-IoT sends sensor data to a
computer running Max/MSP software, which activates the feedback
in response 3. The wearable version provides linear feedback that
activates bottom-to-top or top-to-down sequences, during upward
and downward movements respectively. The object version is made
of silicon. It has a simpler array of vibrating mini-motor discs, con-
trolled through an app. The feedback can be configured in various
patterns and speeds.

Haptic Conditions. The prototype design and haptic stimula-
tion were based on a design concept developed during a previous
workshop on designing wearables to facilitate physical activity
[107]. This concept aimed to provide sensory feedback on body
movement during exercise by delivering vibrations to the back,
which, in turn, could elicit sensations of being ’pulled,’ thereby
facilitating the exercise. Two versions of this concept were cre-
ated: a wearable one and an object-based one, with the intention of
exploring different interactions. Context and Prior Work. The
object version’s design idea was developed on the basis of a de-
sign workshop exploring sensory feedback to alter body perception
[107]. This workshop surfaced the possibility of applying vibro-
tactile feedback as a way to correct posture and facilitate people’s
inner drive to move during physical activity. The wearable version
3Technical description and implementation available at https://github.com/BiT-
BTE/tectonica-haptic-sound-movement
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Figure 3: Visual summary of the evaluation phase of the workshop, detailing the activities that took place in a chronological
manner.

of Vibrants was later designed to provide interactive vibrotactile
feedback triggered by the wearer’s movements.

4 METHODOLOGY AND METHODS
This paper is part of a larger study that examines the impact of
interactive sensory technology on people’s body perceptions. This
study in itself is situated within the larger project BODYinTRANSIT,
that ultimately attempts to design technology that can improve
people’s perceptions of their own body size, shape, appearance
or capabilities — whenever they experience them as negative, or
unfavorable. The larger study involved various design research
activities, including questionnaires and workshops to understand
their body perceptions; design activities and workshops to generate
novel ideas for future prototypes; and a final workshop to evaluate
the potential of already existing prototypes to alter body percep-
tion. This paper reports on this final workshop, which falls within
interaction design research. We used a Research through Design
(RtD) approach in the larger study and in the workshop[38]. RtD is
centered on the generation of design knowledge through the pro-
cess of designing artefacts, and through using the emerging design
artefacts. While engaging in constructive design activities leading
to the development of design artefacts often seen as typical appli-
cation of constructive RtD [35], the fundamental practice of RtD,
which involves utilizing design artefacts and methods to explore
situations, problems, and gain insights [57], can be applied and
shape the full research endeavor, including evaluations [38]. In our
workshop, we focused on using existing and functional prototypes
to probe and examine their impact on the dancers’ body perception,
as well as to derive design knowledge regarding the experiential
characteristics of interacting with this type of technology.

Participants. Potential participant dancerswere reached through
our lab’s contacts in professional dance and dance teaching contexts,
who distributed it in their networks. To be included, dancers had to
be either working professionals or in graduate professional danc-
ing programs. In addition, and due to BODYinTRANSIT’s focus on
ultimately designing technology to improve people’s experienced

negative or unfavorable body perceptions, we employed the Multi-
dimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire (MBSRQ), which
assesses attitudinal aspects regarding body image [10]), to select
participants that scored to be susceptible to such negative body
perceptions (e.g. feeling dissatisfied regarding the own body image,
or capabilities). In professional dancers, these are often due to the
dual demands of optimal physical performance and adherence to
an “aesthetic ideal” body image that exceeds the physical require-
ments of dance [76]. Although addressing body concerns was not
at the focus of the present study nor workshop (which centered
on body perception in general), we selected such participants so
that insights from these could eventually and potentially inform
future studies within the project. Nine dancers participated in the
workshops (7 women, 2 men), of ages between 18 and 46 (M=27,2,
SD=8,5). The study took place in Spain, aWestern European country,
and all participants were able-bodied. Four dancers had approxi-
mately 10 years of professional experience in dance, four others
had between 2 and 7 years of experience. All had obtained, or were
studying to obtain, graduate degrees in dance. Seven participants
were trained in contemporary dance, one in classical dance, and
one in improvisation dance.

Workshop’s Structure. Theworkshopwas run in a large, empty
room at [University’s]. It lasted 3h, and it was facilitated by the
authors of this paper. The whole workshop was filmed with several
Go-Pro cameras. The workshop started with a 30’ warm-up activ-
ity to sensitize participants to the movement dynamics that the
different prototypes built on, e.g. angular movements (SoniBand,
Vibrant-wearable); muscle tension (Joakinator); and contact with
surfaces and weight shifts (SoniShoes). The main part of the work-
shop consisted of two parts: evaluation of the technology; and a
speculative exercise to envision potential future uses and redesigns
(which is out of the scope of this paper and upon which we do not
report). The evaluation phase lasted 1.5 hours with four prototype
testing stations and two evaluation rounds. Figure 3 provides a
visual summary of the evaluation phase’s structure upon which
we report. Participants were divided into groups of 2-3, and each
group tested two stations, one in each round (see Table 1 for an
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Table 1: Summary of the evaluation phase of the workshop.

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4
SoniBand SoniShoes Joakinator Vibrants

Movement
Dynamic

Angular
Movement

Contact with surface,
weight shifts Muscle Tension Angular

Movement

Evaluation
Round 1

Group 1
Conditions: water,

mechanical

Group 2
Conditions: can crush,

wind

Group 3
Conditions: electric,

musical notes

Group 4
Versions: wearable,

object

Evaluation
Round 2

Group 3
Condition: water

Group 4
Condition: can crush

Group 1
Condition: electric

Group 2
Versions: wearable

OR object

overview of the stations and participants, and the prototypes and
conditions experienced in each evaluation round).

In each station, participants started by quickly re-experiencing
the movement dynamic of that station, to become sensitized to
the movement dynamic of the prototype. They were asked to be
aware of their body perceptions and feelings while experiencing
the dynamic, to allow for later comparison with the prototype use,
and they filled out a sheet that included a body map and questions.

Next, the station’s facilitator helped participants put on and cali-
brate the technology. Participants could choose where they wanted
to wear the prototype, and change its location at most once during
each evaluation round. This limitation was to ensure that they ex-
plored in depth the prototype in 1-2 locations, rather than rapidly
changing locations at the expense of the exploration’s depth. Par-
ticipants were encouraged to freely move and test the prototype,
noting its effects on their body perception and feelings. At this
stage, participants were instructed to engage with and explore the
prototypes on their own, rather than e.g. discussing it with others.
After each test, participants individually and in silence filled out
a sheet containing the frontal planes of a body map silhouette, as
well as open-ended questions about whereas the prototype had any
effect on body perception, the type of movement and sensory feed-
back that elicited such effect, and questions about how such effect
impacted the perceived movement, emotions, self-perception and
social interactions (sheet included in the Supplementary Material).

After participants filled out the sheets, researchers performed a
semi-structured interview, using the sheets to further ask partic-
ipants about their experience. The interview included questions
about their technology wearability and use, the combinations of
movements and sensory feedback that impacted them the most,
the felt effects of the technology on their body perception, and
the perceived reasons regarding why they felt particular effects
(see list of guiding questions in the Supplementary Material). This
interview was often done with each individual participant; in some
instances two participants were interviewed simultaneously if both
had finished their explorations.

The two evaluation rounds had differences in length and number
of sound conditions or prototypes’ versions tested by each partic-
ipant. The first round lasted 1 hour with each participant testing
both conditions or versions, while the second round was shorter
(at 30 minutes) with each participant only testing one pre-selected
sound condition or version. This resulted in that, by design, some
conditions were explored by more participants than others.

Data Analysis. The data analyzed for the paper consisted of
participant documentation (i.e. body maps and their accompanying
questions, see Supplementary Material) and the video-recorded
interviews. The information that the participants filled out manu-
ally in the body maps was transcribed to a spreadsheet by the first
author, and the interviews transcribed. The spreadsheet rows and
columns helped cross-tabulate each prototype with the effects that
participants reported on the body map, e.g. on their body percep-
tion, emotions, or movements, as well as where they felt it. This
data was enriched with transcriptions from the video-recordings
in which participants explained why such effects took place. The
spreadsheet helped structure the data. It was analyzed following an
approach influenced by reflexive thematic analysis[12] that acknowl-
edges that inductive analysis will be influenced by the researchers’
theoretical underpinnings. The first author made an initial coding
of the table data to capture interesting features and recurring effects.
These codes were grouped under three overarching themes inspired
by cognitive neuroscientific theories regarding what was being af-
fected by the technology use: feelings about the body (subjective
perceptions about body image, body capabilities and body aware-
ness); feelings about the movement (subjective perceptions about
movement); and emotional feelings. The initial classification was
discussed and polished with the second author of the paper. Codes
on these overarching themes were inductively grouped by the first
author into sub-themes that captured recurring or particular expe-
riences. The resulting themes and subthemes were discussed with
two of the authors, giving place to the final empirical results that
we present in the following section. On the basis of these results
and the interview data, the first author engaged in a second induc-
tive thematic analysis, this time focused on eliciting characteristics
that participants experienced when engaging with the prototypes.
These characteristics were discussed and polished with the rest of
the authors, until we reached four characteristics that encompass
experiences at a higher level of abstraction that were shared by
all participants. These characteristics were grouped as the expe-
riential quality [66–68] that we present in Section 6.2, which is
constructed as a form of intermediate-level knowledge [46, 68] that
stands between specific, anecdotal accounts, and broader claims of
generalizability.

5 RESULTS
All the prototypes and their conditions or versions were experi-
enced by at least 2 participants, and up to a maximum of 5. Some
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Table 2: Summary of participants trying out each prototype and condition/version, and their chosen place of wear of the
prototype.

Prototype Movement
Dynamic

Condition,
Version

Nº of
particip. Participants and On-Body Location

SoniBand Angular
movement

Water 5 Wrist (P2, P3, P7, P8, P9);
Ankle (P2, P8); Head (P3)

Mechanical 3 Wrist (P7, P9); Ankle (P8)

SoniShoes Contact
surface

Can Crush 4 Foot (P1, P4, P5, P6); Hands (P4, P5)
Wind 2 Foot (P1, P6)

Joakinator Muscle
tension

Electric 3 Arm, Thigh (P1, P4, P5)
Musical Notes 2 Thigh (P1, P6); Arm (P1)

Vibrants Angular
movement

Wearable 4 Arm (P2, P3); Back (P7, P8)
Object 3 Chest (P3, P9); Back (P2, P3)

Figure 4: Stills from participants moving with the different prototypes, from left to right: SoniBand, SoniShoes, Joakinator and
the two Vibrants. Extra illustrative images can be found in the Supplementary Material

conditions were experienced by more participants than others, as
summarized in Table 2. As explained in the methods section, this
was due to the study design, its time constraints, and because some
prototypes required of more set-up time than others (e.g. Joakinator
required of cleaning the body areas where the sensors would be
placed, sorting out the cables, whereas SoniBand was readily avail-
able for wear). Participants chose to wear the prototype on different
body areas (see Tab. 2) and some switched locations during phase 1
of the evaluation.

Participants experienced the prototypes through different types
of dance movements, each of them imprinting their own dancing
styles and practices into the exploration. Figure 4 shows stills from
the recorded video with participants interacting with each proto-
type. More illustrative stills can be found in the Supplementary
Material.

Next, we describe the results of our analysis, encompassed un-
der the three overarching analytical lenses that we derive from
prior work (e.g. [60]) and theoretical underpinnings (see Section
2.1: feelings about the body, feelings about the movement and emo-
tional feelings). We state reasons why these occurred if participants
reasoned about them. These analytical lenses attempt to highlight
particularly salient aspects of the body experience that are being
affected, and we do not imply that they are isolated categories. In
fact, a particular sensory feedback affects simultaneously various
aspects of the body experience, and results are tightly connected
across the analytical lenses, as we articulate throughout the results
and the discussion.

5.1 Feelings About the Body
This category refers to subjective perceptions about body appear-
ance, capabilities and awareness. All prototypes and conditions
affected the dancers’ feelings about their own body (see Table 3 for
a summary).

5.1.1 Body Appearance. All prototypes altered how the dancers
perceived their body appearance that is, their body image, e.g.
whether their body felt big or small, although not in all condi-
tions. Three prototypes (SoniBand-water; SoniShoes-can crush;
and Joakinator-both) impacted the perceived body size: four par-
ticipants (P1, P2, P4, P5) felt bigger, which prompted emotional
feelings, as some participants “loved” it (P2) and deemed it to be
“very pleasant” (P2). It also made P1 feel like it increased the possi-
bility of expanding their body. In contrast, one participant (P5) felt
smaller when moving with SoniShoes-can crush.

Three prototypes (SoniBand-water, SoniShoes-wind, Vibrants)
impacted the perceived body weight. Five participants felt lighter,
most of them when interacting with both Vibrants (P2, P3, P8).
P8 connected this feeling to the vibrations he felt in the spine,
which made him experience the emotional feeling of calmness: "I
believe calmness has to do with a certain body density [...] with letting
the heaviness go." Two participants felt light when moving with
SoniBand-water (P3, P9), which for P9 was prompted by her want-
ing to “intertwine one movement with the next, to keep generating
[water] sound” (P9). The last participant felt lighter with SoniShoes-
wind (P1) reasoned it was due to the it evoking the air: "it made me
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Table 3: Summary of the impact of each prototype on various feelings about the body. (Abbreviations: Con-
figur.=configuration;Dissass.= dissassociation; Prop.=proprioception.; Wear.=wearable)

BODY SoniBand Sonishoes Joakinator Vibrants
Water Mech. Can Crush Wind Electric Musical Object Wear.

Appea-
rance

Size Big (P2) - Big (P1)
Small (P5) - Big (P1, P4,

P5) - -

Weight Light
(P3, P9) - Heavy

(P4, P5)
Light
(P1) - - Light

(P2, P3, P8)

Configur. - - Unity
(P1) - - Dissass.

(P6) - -

Others - - - - Malleable
(P1, P4) - Fluid

(P3, P7)

Capabilities Fluid
(P3, P9) - Fast

(P1, P5)

Agile,
flexible
(P1)

Strength,
control

(P4, P5, P6)

Less
tension
(P2, P3)

-

Aware-
ness

Being
conscious

Body (P2, P7,
P8, P9)

Contact, weight
(P1, P4, P5, P6)

Muscle tension,
activation (P1,
P4, P5, P6)

Body
(P2, P3) -

Others Presence
(P7) - - - - - - Propr.

(P8)

think of an accordion, that inflates and deflates. Like you are getting
full of air with the sound" (P1). Yet, two participants who felt heavy
with SoniBand-can crush, reasoned it made them feel like they were
crushing things, which increased their body weight awareness. This
fostered a body image perception that P4 deemed negative or un-
favorable, as she did not like it. Two particular prototypes and
conditions (SoniShoes-can crush and Joakinator-musical) impacted
two participants’ perceived body configuration. With SoniShoes-
can crush, P1 felt his different body parts unified: “sometimes you
feel as if your arm was a different part from your body, your legs. . .
you feel disconnected. With this, everything is much more compacted,
like a sense of unity.” (P1). In contrast, P6 with Joakinator-musical
felt a disassociation of their lower and upper body, as she wore the
sensors on the thighs, which made her focus and activate those
muscles more. Finally, Joakinator made two participants (P1, P4)
feel their body as more malleable, and the Vibrants-wearable made
two participants (P3, P7) feel their body as more fluid.

5.1.2 Body Capabilities. All prototypes altered how the dancers
perceived their body capabilities, although not in all conditions. A
variety of effects was documented, the most widespread of which
was found on Joakinator, whose both sound conditions made three
participants (P4, P5, P6) feel an increase in strength and control, as
captured by a quote from P4: “I have felt stronger, and with more
control over my body [...] I imagined that muscular tension and that
made me feel strong”. SoniShoes-can crush made some participants
(P1, P5) feel as if their body was fast, and its wind sound made
P1 feel agile, and flexible. Finally, The Vibrants-object made two
participants’ (P2, P3) feel reduced muscular tension; and SoniBand-
water sound made two participants (P3, and P9) feel their body
fluid, which was regarded by P3 to be to the sound making them
think of water moving in different ways.

5.1.3 Body Awareness. All prototypes altered the dancers’ body
awareness. SoniBand, SoniShoes, Joakinator and the Vibrants-object

made participants be more conscious of different aspects. Almost
all the participants who tried SoniBand (P2, P7, P8, P9) felt it made
themmore conscious of their overall body, and reasoned the sounds
made them “become very aware of the movement, what repercussion
[it] has on what you hear, and what repercussion it has on the rest of
your body’s movement” (P2). The Vibrants-object also made most
participants be more conscious of their overall body. SoniShoes
made all participants more conscious about their body’s exact points
of contact with the floor. P6 reflected on this: “if I tried to lean on the
external side of the foot, it didn’t sound. In the internal part, neither
[...] But [when I put] the weight in the metatarsals [of the feet], the
sound increases.” It also made them more conscious about rapid
weight changes in the foot when moving, due to the sounds reacting
to it very accurately. Finally, all the participants using Joakinator,
experienced muscular tension in their body, which helped them
become more aware of how to activate particular muscles; and of
the type of movement dynamic that they were performing. Other
effects were found on SoniBand-water, which was found by P7 to
take all her attention, and therefore made her movements “occupy
a greater presence” (P7); and the Vibrants-wearable improved one
participant’s (P8) propioception of the distance between his column
and the floor.

5.2 Feelings about the Movement
This category refers to subjective perceptions about the movement.
All prototypes and conditions affected the participants’ perceived
movement (Table 4), in particular its qualities, including feelings of
movement endurance and ease, and types of movements.

5.2.1 Movement Qualities. All prototypes and conditions altered
how the dancers perceived their movement qualities, which aligned
to some of Laban’s movement analysis descriptions of effort [1, 63].
All the prototypes except Joakinator altered the perceived move-
ment speed, although feelings about how speed was affected were
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Table 4: Summary of the impact of each prototype on various feelings about themovement. (Abbreviations: Acceler.=acceleration)

MOVEMENT SoniBand Sonishoes Joakinator Vibrants
Water Mech. Can Crush Wind Electric Musical Object Wear.

Quali-
ties

Speed Fast
(P2, P9)

Slow
(P2, P9)

Fast
(P5, P6)
Slow (P1)

Slow
(P6) - - Slow

(P2, P3)

Fluidity,
Rigidity

Fluid
(P3, P7, P9) - - - Rigid

(P4, P6)
Fluid

(P2, P3)

Weight Light
(P2, P3) - Heavy

(P4, P5) - - - - Light
(P3)

Others - Calm (P9) - Agile
(P1) - - Controlled

(P2, P3)

Types Twists,
acceler. (P9)
Ondulate (P2)

Straight
lines (P9)

Jumps, steps,
drag (P4)

Imbalance (P6)

- Constrained (P6) Still
(P3)

Planes
(P7, P8)
Ample
(P3)

Small
(P1)

Ample
(P1)

Endurance Pushed (P7)
Do more (P9) - Do more

(P1, P6) - - - -

Ease Easier
(P2, P7) - - - Easier (P5) - -

very polarized: four participants felt that their movements were
slower when moving with the Vibrants (P2, P3), SoniShoes-wind
(P6), SoniShoes-can crush (P1), and SoniBand-water (P2, P9). For
SoniShoes-can crush, one participant (P1) reflected this was because
he focused on paying attention to the small movements of their feet.
For the Vibrants, P1 reasoned they felt the vibration guided them
better if they moved slow. In contrast, four participants (P2, P5, P6,
and P9) felt their movements were faster : with SoniBand-water (P2,
P9), because the metaphor of water brought about dynamism (P2,
P9); and with SoniShoes-can crush (P5, P6) because they "liked the
sound and wanted to move fast so it kept playing" (P6).

All the prototypes except SoniShoes altered the perceived move-
ment fluidity or rigidity. SoniBand-water and the Vibrants made
four participants feel that their movement was more fluid. With
SoniBand-water, participants linked this to the continuity of the
movements that the water sound prompted (P9), and to how this
sound evoked water imagery, such as feeling “you were getting into
the water” (P7). A participant emphasized this evocative power of
being in the water: “it was not that it made me feel like I was water
and hence I was fluid - it is that it [made me feel] like playing with
the water, that I moved it that [brought fluidity to the movements]”
(P2). In contrast, Joakinator made half of the participants who tried
it feel that their movements were more rigid, because “to make
the sound play you need to tense the muscle [...] [which makes my
movements] more limited, as if I have more rigidity” (P6).

All the prototypes except Joakinator altered the perceived move-
ment weight: Two participants (P2, P3) felt that their movements
were lighter with SoniBand-water and Vibrants-wearable. With
SoniBand-water, this effect was connected to the evocation of wa-
ter: “as you are listening to the water, it brings me to a much more
fluid movement, a movement that is very light” (P2). In contrast,
SoniShoes-can crush made half of the participants who tried it feel
heavier. P4 reflected on this: “when we moved without the prototype,
[my movements] were like very delicate, light. Now with the proto-
type it doesn’t seem the same movement, [it has become] heavier.”

Other effects of the prototypes on movement qualities were found
in SoniBand-mechanical, which was found by P9 to make her feel
as if her movements were less jerky; SoniShoes-wind, which made
P1 perceive his movement as more agile; and the Vibrants, which
made P2 and P3 feel their movements as more controlled. In addition
to these effects, it was found that SoniShoes and SoniBand-water
affected how participants perceived their movement endurance,
that is, their willingness and motivation to move. SoniShoes made
half of the participants who tried it want to do more: to not wanting
“stop moving” (P1) and to“move [her] body more” (P6), so she could
see how the sound changed. That was shared with SoniBand-water,
which made one participant want to do the movement more times
because she found that the sound“invited [her] to keep exploring”
(P9) and it was “addictive, it makes you want to keep listening to it”
(P9). With this sound, P7 felt as if the sound prompted and guided
her movement.

Finally, SoniBand-water and Joakinator made some participants
(P2, P5, P7) feel that their movements became easierwhen interact-
ing with these prototypes, giving them a greater ease of movement.
For SoniBand, that was attributed to the water metaphor, and for
Joakinator, because it made P5 more aware of her muscle tension,
which in turn helped her control it more and move more easily.

5.2.2 Types of Movements Fostered. All prototypes and in all ex-
cept one sound condition (SoniShoes-wind), fostered certain kinds
of movements in the dancers, as perceived by the participants.
SoniBand-water invited one participant (P9) to do movements with
acceleration, with twists and twirls, so as to trigger the sound; and
another (P2) to alter her rectilinear and angular movements to more
undulating ones, due to evocations of water: "it brought me to a
movement more of water [...] it made me focus on that image that
got into me, of me playing with water" (P2). In contrast, the mechan-
ical sound fostered more “robotic” movements featuring straight
lines (P7, P9), which was associated to an evocation of mechanical
elements: "I felt like I was a robot [...] mechanical, automatic" (P7).
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Table 5: Summary of the impact of each prototype on various emotional feelings. (Abbreviations: Overwh.=overwhelming;
Determ.=determination)

EMOTION SoniBand Sonishoes Joakinator Vibrants
Water Mech. Can Crush Wind Electric Musical Object Wear.

Pleasure,
Well-being

Pleasant (P7, P9)
Joy (P7)

Pleasant
(P1)

Euphoria
Joy, (P1) - - Pleasure

(P2, P3, P7, P8, P9)

Calmness,
Relax -

Calm
(P9)

Restless
(P8)

- - - -
Calm (P2, P8)
Relaxed (P7,

P8, P9)

Negative - - Apathetic,
sad,

lazy (P4, P5)

- Frustration (P6) - -
Overwh.,
Shame
(P1)

- - -

Others Free (P2)
Amusing,

Curious (P3)
Empowerment (P3)

- - -
Empowerment

(P4, P5) Non-
surprise
(P9)

Sur-
prise
(P7)-

Determ.,
Clarity
(P1)

SoniBand-can crush prompted an exploration of different ways
of being in contact with the floor, such as jumps, steps, and dragging
the feet (P4); and movements that involved weight changes, such
as imbalances, oscillating movements and alternating of the hands
as points of contact (P6).

Joakinator prompted constrained movements, given the per-
ceived limitation that Joakinator brought “I do not allow myself to
do the movements I would like to, with the amplitude I would like
to” (P6) due to increased muscle tension. The electric sound was
disliked by one participant (P1), who considered it elicited to him
negative emotional feelings, as it made him want to do smaller
movements to not hear the sound much. However, the same par-
ticipant made ample, big and direct movements with the musical
notes, a sound he reported to like. Finally, the Vibrants-wearable
fostered movements that would trigger the vibration: P8 wearing
it on the back, engaged with fast movements, up and down, and
explorations on the sagittal plane, forwards and backwards. To P3,
the wearable fostered ample leg movements, "as a hinge [...] trying
to articulate the maximum and minimum angle" (P3). In contrast,
the Vibrants-object version helped P3 not to move, to be still, which
in turn prompted in her the emotional feeling of calmness she ex-
perienced: "it brought me to something more like to muscle relax [...]
rather than to explore movements with it."

5.3 Emotional Feelings
This category refers to felt emotions. All prototypes and conditions
affected the emotional feelings of the participants (see Table 5 for a
summary), in particular pleasure/well-being, calmness/relax, emo-
tions that participants reported as being negative or unfavorable,
and other emotion-related aspects.

5.3.1 Pleasure, Well-being. All the prototypes except Joakinator
were found to foster pleasure and emotions linked to psychological
well-being. In particular, all the participants interacting with the
Vibrants experienced pleasure and pleasant sensations, that made

them "feel better" (P2). Similarly, two participants (P7, P9) described
feeling pleasure and well-being when interacting with SoniBand-
water, which they connected to evocations of the water and the real
water’s fluidity: "it was due to the pleasure that water is for me: its
lightness, its fluidity. It was like introducing myself in an atmosphere"
(P7). One participant (P1) felt that SoniShoes-can crushwas pleasant
because it helped him become aware of small movements. Two
participants felt joy when moving with SoniBand-water (P7) and
with Sonishoes-wind (P1).

5.3.2 Calmness, Relax. All the participants who experienced the
Vibrants felt calmed or relaxed. P8 connected this calmness with the
body feeling of letting go of a perceived body weight, but also to the
vibrations providing a kind of a massage fostering a sensation of
physical tranquility. SoniBand-mechanic sound prompted opposite
feelings about calmness and restlessness to different partici-
pants: P9 experienced calmness when moving, as she perceived
her movements to have become slower; in contrast, P8 experienced
restlessness due to the body-sound relationship and how “culturally
we have associated certain sounds to certain sensations, [...] and I
could not settle, or embody, or evoke a sense of calmness with this
sound. [The mechanical sound] did create friction in that regard" (P8).

5.3.3 Negative Emotions. Here we consider “negative emotions” as
those explicitly reported as such by our participants, as it is a very
subjective appraisal that they often made in basis to individual ex-
periences and sociocultural associations. SoniShoes and Joakinator
prompted emotions to four participants that they deemed negative.
SoniShoes-can crush made P4 and P5 feel apathetic, sad and lazy.
P5 connected this feeling to heaviness, the body feeling she experi-
enced: “that feeling of heaviness it is not something that I associate
with joy” (P5). One participant (P6) felt that Joakinator arose dual
feelings. On one hand she felt frustration, as she felt that the proto-
type prompted a muscle tension that she perceived as limiting her
movement; but at the same time, it made her activate and warm up
those muscles, which she felt would help having a positive impact
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in subsequent movements: I am frustrated by this limitation, but I
know it has an objective [warming up the muscles] that will allow me
to move as much as I want” (P6). Finally, Joakinator-electric made
one participant (P1) overwhelmed and ashamed by the emitting
sound, which he disliked, and made him feel self-conscious; he felt
embarrassed that others would see and hear him.

5.3.4 Others. Three participants felt empowerment when interact-
ing with SoniBand-water and Joakinator. For Joakinator, P4 and P5
connected it to body feelings, as they felt they were more aware
of how to activate the muscles and of their muscle capacity. For
SoniBand-water, it was also due to the body feelings of control,
because “I moved the water and controlled what was sounding, so
there was an element of ’I choose.’ [I experienced] power, because I was
deciding both my movement and the sound” (P3). SoniBand-water
also made P2 felt free when moving, while P3 felt amusing, and
curious. The two Vibrants fostered different emotions related to
surprise: the wearable version brought expectation and surprise to
P7: “[the prototype] makes me be surprised, and this same sensation is
the one that takes me to a place I was not expecting to reach” (P7). In
contrast, the object was deemed to be unsurprising, given its lack
of feedback-loops: “you get used to the vibration [...] you normalize
the vibration” (P9). Finally, P1, felt that Joakinator-musical fostered
positive feelings of “determination and clarity”, because it was a
sound that he liked.

6 DISCUSSION
Here, we summarize the prototype’s effects on the dancers’ body
perception in our workshop. We articulate our main contribution,
the experiential quality of Body Transformation by presenting its
four characteristics. Finally, we reflect on the methodological el-
ements and limitations of our study and end by discussing the
novelty and contributions of our work.

6.1 Prototypes and Their Effects
Our findings reveal that each prototype transformed how dancers
perceived their body (see section 5.1), movement (see section 5.2)
and emotions (see section 5.3). SoniBand impacted the perceived
body size, weight, capabilities, and awareness. It also impacted
movement speed, fluidity, weight, and endurance and fostered par-
ticular types of movements. It brought people pleasure and joy and
made them feel free, amusing, curious, and empowered. Contrast-
ing with prior insights [62], the water sound also made people feel
more fluid [62], but it made people perceive movement as faster
(instead of slowing down their pace) and did not have an effect
on calmness [62]. Similarly, the mechanical sound increased body
awareness [62] but it had no effect on body weight or movement
endurance as in [62].

The SoniShoes prototype impacted the perceived body size,
weight, configuration, capabilities, and awareness. It also impacted
the perceived movement speed, weight, agility, and endurance and
fostered particular types of movements. It gave dancers pleasure
and made them feel euphoric, but also apathetic, sad and lazy due
to an increase in perceived weight. The can crush sonification con-
dition made participants feel heavier, which substantiates previous
insights [61], but contrasted with those by not making people feel
tired. These differences may be linked to the different populations

(ours targeting dancers; prior works inactive populations), as prior
works showed differences among different populations [62]. Our
work also substantiates the evocative potential of SoniBand and
SoniShoes’ [61, 62].

The Joakinator impacted the dancers’ perceived body size, mal-
leability, configuration, capabilities, and awareness. It also impacted
the perceived movement rigidity and amplitude and was experi-
enced as constraining of movements, which brought about feelings
of frustration and being overwhelmed, but also of empowerment
due to increased muscle tension, and determination. As in [51, 118],
the EMG sonification increased the focus and awareness of move-
ment.

Finally, the Vibrants impacted the perceived body weight, body
fluidity, and capabilities. It also increased the dancers’ awareness of
their body and proprioception, like other haptic technologies (e.g.
[4, 5, 49, 53, 106, 123, 132]). It also impacted the movement speed,
fluidity, and weight, and made movements feel more controlled. In
terms of emotions, it brought pleasure, calm and relaxation.

6.2 Body Transformation: An Experiential
Quality of Sensory Feedback for Altering
Body Perception

Experiential qualities tend to characterize, reflect, and evaluate
experiences with technology [46, 66–68]. Body Transformation as
an experiential quality characterizes the participant’s perceptions
and experiences of their own body when interacting with sensory
feedback wearables for altering body perception. The term “trans-
formation” here highlights: 1) the transformative potential [106] of
these technologies to alter the participant’s body experience and
perception in fundamental ways; and 2) a holistic understanding
of the different components (perceptual and attitudinal), which
manifests in interrelated alterations in behavior, emotional state
and self-perception. Experiential qualities [46, 66–68] often present
analytical insights related to the experience, which can be used
analytically, to understand and evaluate similar technologies; and
generatively, to delineate a ”preferred state” [134] to aim to in the
design process. Here, we do so through the particular character-
istics of Body Transformation as experiential quality, which were
derived from our evaluation. We connect each characteristic to our
empirics, theory and prior work. For each characteristic, we also
provide open, preliminary and high-level design inspirations that
could be useful for fostering future generative work in related body
transformation technologies and experiences. In particular, they
can help others in delineating a ”preferred state” [134] and draw
design directions to aim towards in the design process.

6.2.1 Perceptual Transformation. The experiential quality encom-
passes a transformation of the body perception - rather than of the
fleshy body itself. That is, while the technology does not change the
actual body capabilities or appearance themselves, it affects the per-
ception that a person has of them. This is due to the high plasticity of
body perception, and its capacity to be altered through spatiotem-
poral multisensory mechanisms [11, 117]. In a sense, this body
transformation acts as an illusion, like those reported in the context
of neuroscientific studies on body perception (e.g. [11, 55, 108, 129]).
Participants in our study reported feeling a plethora of alterations
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in the perception of their body appearance and capabilities, e.g.:
alterations in their perceived size, weight, or feeling more/less agile
or strong - without actual changes really taking place. The fact that
this transformation is "merely perceptual" does not make its effects
less meaningful or impacting for the participants. This is illustrated
by the alterations in the participants’ emotions and attitudes to-
wards themselves, and the types of movements and explorations
that each prototype prompted.

Design Inspiration: Future generative design explorations should
consider fostering a transformation of body perception rather than
the actual body, which as shown through our empirics, can still have
a profound impact on people. Towards this, it could be beneficial to
employ sensory technology providing feedback on particular body
parameters. Providing feedback on singular parameters may suf-
fice to foster perceptual transformations, for example, feedback on
movement and muscle tension served to trigger holistic changes in
body perception in our work. Cognitive neuroscience research (e.g.
sources in Section 2.1 and related literature) provide ample theoret-
ical knowledge and cumulative empirical proof of how particular
sensory feedback can transform body perception. For example, alter-
ing the frequency of footstep sounds transforms the perceived body
weight, gait, emotional state, and body capabilities [19, 109, 114].
This body of work can serve as anchor and departure point for
future design ventures.

6.2.2 Holistic Transformation. Body Transformation as experien-
tial quality encompassed a holistic transformation of the body per-
ception, including alterations in perception of body capabilities
[59, 70], and of body image [24, 65], in both their perceptual and
attitudinal components [22, 112]. Each prototype fostered alter-
ations on bodily, movement and emotional feelings, which collec-
tively transformed our participants’ body perception. Although
theoretically, it is still unclear how various components are linked,
and interact with each other [22, 41], our empirical work shows
the interconnectedness of these components as reflected by our
participants’ answers, for example: connecting alterations in per-
ceived body appearance to particular emotional feelings (e.g. P2
with SoniBand-water felt that her body was bigger, which she
"loved" and deemed to be "very pleasant" by P2); or connecting
alterations in body awareness to alterations in movement qualities
(e.g. P1 with SoniShoes-can crush said he perceived their move-
ments as slower because he was paying attention to the small
movements of his feet). Body and movement feelings were often
intertwined with emotional feelings in culturally-specific ways: for
example, SoniShoes-can crush made some participants feel heavier
and thus apathetic, sad and lazy due to sociocultural body ideals.
Our experiential quality is characterized by this holistic view of
interconnected components of body perception through technology
use.

Design Inspiration: Future generative design explorations should
consider that a body transformation technology might elicit effects
on a variety of different, intertwined components of body percep-
tion, that is e.g. feelings about the body, movement and emotional
feelings. Our work has shown that these components are experi-
enced as tightly intertwined, and that e.g. particular feelings about
the body can trigger particular emotional responses. Design endeav-
ours should therefore address body perception in holistic terms.

Further, future research should consider that the individual and so-
ciocultural contexts will shape the body transformations that take
place.For example, in our work participants often associated an in-
crease in perceived body weight to emotions they deemed negative,
but this may change across cultures and population groups. It is im-
portant that future work acknowledges the sociocultural contexts
of their designs in order to elicit rich, nuanced and contextually
relevant body transformation experiences.

6.2.3 Evocative Power. The effects of Body Transformation often
relied on the technology’s capacity to evoke imagery, memories,
metaphors and body ideals in the participants. Sonification has
been found to have this evocative capacity (e.g. [58, 61, 62]), and in
our study this was particularly common in SoniBand-water sound,
resonating with prior work [62]. In our study, different participants
attributed their perception of feeling more fluid, faster, lighter, eas-
ier to imagery evoked by the water sound: of being in the water, or
getting into the water. Other sound conditions also had evocative
power, e.g.: SoniBand-mechanical fostered “robotic” movements for
their association to robots, and feeling mechanical and automatic
- which aligns with other "robotic" sounds [58]. SoniShoes-wind
evoked to some participants imagery of air, of being inflated and
deflated, making them feel lighter. Finally, SoniShoes-can crush
made some participants feel heavier as they felt they were crashing
things using their weight, which sometimes evoked a perceived
cultural body ideal that the specific participant considered nega-
tive (i.e. "heavier body"), which in turn prompted emotions that
participants considered negative (apathy, sadness, laziness). We
can see how social and cultural pressures regarding ideal body
appearance in Western and global-north societies [119] and an indi-
vidual’s personal experiences with sound that evoke expectations
[82]) have effects on the body perception mediated by sound. We
see these individual and sociocultural effects on previous research
that demonstrated that sound feedback can lead to varying body
perceptions based on factors such as body weight aspirations [114].

Design Inspiration: Future generative design explorations should
consider that particular sensory feedback may evoke sociocultural
associations between the body and the technology, and that this
association will be highly dependant on sociocultural associations,
which can be also very subjective and not easily transferrable.
Hence, explorations into body transformation technologies should
simultaneously take into account the spatiotemporal multisensory
mechanisms being targeted, but also the evocative power of dif-
ferent sensory inputs, so as to design the sought transformative
experiences. For example, future design ventures could take an
approach where targeted sensory feedback modalities are explored
for their evocative power (e.g. what particular naturalistic or syn-
thetic sounds evoke for particular populations) prior to designing a
prototype.

6.2.4 Transformation Valuations. Body transformation technolo-
gies are not neutral artefacts (as neither are other technologies [30]).
They actively shape body perception, which shapes the attitudes
that people will have towards the technological experience itself.
The final characteristic of the experiential quality is its attitudinal
component: the subjective valuations that participants made in
regards to the transformation itself. The prototypes mostly had
effects that our participants deemed positive or favorable on body
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perception, such as an increased body awareness, improved body
capabilities and appearance, creative movement exploration, ease
of movement, and positive emotions. Participants reported expe-
riencing positive effects from the transformations fostered by the
wearables, yet there were also several instances where the partici-
pants considered a transformation to have a negative impact, such
as when it prompted what they considered to be negative emotions
or when it affected their body perception in ways that they deemed
unfavorable. These less desirable experiences were often linked to
social and culture norms and pressures on body perception, such as
sociocultural body ideals (e.g. feeling heavier with SoniShoes-can
crush) or perceived movement limitations (e.g. feeling constrained
when moving with Joakinator). Hence, the valuations of particular
feelings about the body or movement were sociocultural specific
and individual - depending on a person’s lived experience.

Design Inspiration: Future generative design explorations should
keep in mind that a transformation will never be neutral: it will be
valuated by individuals as positive, negative, or something different
altogether, and possibly differently by different people. This is po-
tentially due to the very subjective experience that people have of
their own bodies, as well as individual and sociocultural factors that
shape body perception. Such individuality may call for designs that
are open and flexible enough to accommodate different feedback
interpretations and valuations, towards providing individualized
experiences that are relevant to individuals. In that regard, recent
works employing open-ended feedback have demonstrated the ca-
pacity of such technologies to accommodate a range of meaningful
experiences across different individuals [62, 126, 127]. Finally, in
future, less exploratory, design work, a sought valuation proba-
bly would need to align well with the goals of a research project
and values of the designers. As such, we recommend to consider
this variety of valuations early in a design process with relevant
stakeholders.

6.3 Methodological Reflections, Limitations and
Future Work

In our work, we invited dancers as expert study participants for
wearable technology prototype testing, exploring their unique rela-
tionship to their own body perception and movement as mediated
by the perception altering prototypes. As somatic connoisseurs [88],
they had the ability to access their feelings about their body and
movement, both verbally and non-verbally, in a deep and nuanced
way. Their expertise did not only encompass proprioceptive acuity
[48] or heightened action-perception links and movement control
[9], but also the capacity to attune to their own somatic knowledge
to identify and articulate body perception changes. This proved
central in the evaluation of our sensory technologies. Further, they
had the capacity to articulate nuanced and elusive aspects of their
somatic experience, and we were humbled by their generosity in
sharing with us researchers and other dancers very intimate feel-
ings.

We contend that, in our work, inviting dancers did indeed sup-
port a nuanced evaluation of our prototypes - in the context of their
dance explorations and own body perception. As such, methodolog-
ically they brought an invaluable contribution to our work. This
approach of inviting dancers into the design process resonates with

prior work [64, 88], and extends those with a proposal to invite
them not only during the early, generative phases of designing, but
also as expert study participants that can support rich evaluations
of wearable and sensory technology.

Limitations and Future Work. Our study aimed to identify
the effects of the wearable prototypes on body perception, but not
map particular feedback characteristics to particular effects. Further
studies are needed to understand what characteristics cause each
transformation and derive more concrete design inspirations, e.g.
in the form of design guidelines and/or requisites. Like previous
experiential qualities [66–68], ours is provisional, ”intended for
other designers to appropriate [...] and to elaborate and modify
drawing on their own experience” [66] with technology for altering
body perception, in particular, wearables.

Our results are based on a single three-hour workshop with nine
dancers using four wearable technologies. While smaller sample
sizes are commonplace in RtD processes that aim at eliciting rich
and nuanced qualitative accounts [57], the limited exposure to the
technology (i.e. three-hour workshop, each participant experienced
two of our four prototypes) means that our empirical results should
be taken as preliminary. Further, our work centered on only profes-
sional dancers. As such, future work with more participants should
be done to establish the recurrence of our results or to explore if
similar transformations occur in other, non-specialist communities.
Similarly, future evaluative work is needed to explore the experien-
tial quality’s potential to cut across different situations, populations
and prototypes. In particular, there is need for future work that
explores and applies the design inspirations through constructive
design work, and through this work concretizes them into more
detailed and actionable design recommendations, e.g. in the form
of design guidelines and/or requisites.

A related point is that our study is based on a single encounter
with the technology. This is common in studies of sensory technolo-
gies for perception and in soma design research (e.g. [6, 17, 49, 59–
61, 87, 104, 109, 114, 129]), in which only a few studies look at the
impact over longer periods of time (e.g. [28, 62, 98, 106]). A next
step of the work would be to study the impacts over longer time
frames.

Further, future studies in everyday ubiquitous contexts should
address explicitly the ethics of body transformation, including the
agency of designers and users in deciding such transformations.
Our study used prototypes with previously set designerly intents,
i.e.: to alter body perception towards better ways of experiencing
the body during physical activity (e.g. SoniBand [62], SoniShoes
[61], Vibrants [107]), or artistic intents, to explore the creative body
in movement (e.g. Joakinator). These intents led to participants re-
porting experiencing both positive and negative body perceptions.
It is worth noting that the study took place in Spain, a Western
European country, that all participants were able-bodied, and that
this somatic and cultural context shapes the results of our work
(Section 5). What participants considered to be a positive or nega-
tive perception, or emotion, was often culture-specific, and might
change across cultures and even groups of people. Hence, future
work is also needed to understand the effects of body transforma-
tion on people situated in other sociocultural contexts, with other
bodily and lived experiences.
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6.4 Novelty and Contribution
Our work presents a conceptual, an empirical and a methodological
contribution. Conceptually, we contribute the experiential qual-
ity Body Transformation, which characterizes the subjective
experience of interacting with wearable prototypes to alter body
perception. The quality considers a holistic transformation of body
perception, considering emotional, perceptual, behavioural and at-
titudinal transformations. This characterization of the technology’s
impact contrasts to, and extends, prior studies on technologies for
altering body perceptions, which have often focused on singular
components of perception: the perceptual component (altering the
perceived body size [129] or capabilities [70]); the attitudinal com-
ponent (e.g. promote positive body image [83]); or a subset of those,
(e.g. altering perceived body weight and feeling happier [109]). It
also extends prior soma design works in HCI, which often have
focused on body awareness (e.g. [6, 49, 53, 123]) and less on other
aspects of body perception, such as perceptual or attitudinal com-
ponents (with notable exceptions [106]). Our experiential quality
can be used to better understand the impact of sensory feedback
technologies to alter body perception, using each characteristic as
analytical or evaluative lens. As it is common in experiential quali-
ties, our characterizations could be used generatively in the design
process, through developing ”(design) judgment ability” among de-
signers [66], and helping to ”identify promising candidates among
a set of early design concepts.” [66]. And although future work is
needed, we believe that our design inspirations can also be used
generatively, ”formulat(ing) desirable directions for concept de-
sign in early phases of a design process” [66], paving the way for
project-specific requisites, or design drives to design technologies
and experiences that foster similar body transformations.

Our work also presents novelty and contributions at an empirical
level, with concrete insights on how each prototype affected the
dancers’ feelings about their body, their movement and their emo-
tional feelings. Our insights substantiate SoniBand’s and SoniShoes’
capacity to alter body perception found in prior studies [61, 62],
and extends these prior works in three different ways: first, with
a focus on complex movements such as dancing - as opposed to
prior studies featuring few concrete, and very controlled, exercises
(e.g. squats, arm raises, tight stretch) in those studies. Second, with
novel insights of these prototoypes’ effects in a new population
(dancers), as opposed to physically inactive and active people in
prior work. Third, with a holistic focus on the different compo-
nents of body perception, which only one of the studies [62] had
touched upon, and only for one prototype (SoniBand) and very
few controlled movements. Our work also contributes insights on
two novel prototypes to transform body perception: Joakinator,
initially developed in a art-based research endeavor and previously
deployed only in artistic performances; and the Vibrants, with the
object version initially developed in basis to embodied design work-
shops [107], but not deployed in user studies. We show that these
prototypes have the capacity to alter body perception in multiple
ways for different people, which contributes to the existing body of
work of sensory feedback technologies to alter body perception (e.g.
[7, 19, 51, 55, 60–62, 73, 77, 86, 99, 103, 105, 107–110, 113–118, 129]).
In overall, these prototypes add to TEI’s body of work on body
technologies and interfaces.

Finally, we contribute to prior HCI work on dancers (e.g.[8, 13,
43, 52, 71, 74, 80, 121, 133]) with a novel focus on altering their
body perception. Methodologically, our work shows the potential
of inviting dancers as a relevant expert group to help evaluate
sensory technologies. This is due to their expertise and somatic
connoiseurship, and their capacity to articulate nuanced and elusive
aspects of their somatic experience. Our work adds to, and extends
with further empirical proof, the important, but yet limited, body of
work that has proposed involving dancers as experts in movement-
based design processes [32, 64, 88], with an example of how they
can support nuanced evaluations of wearable sensory technology.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper explores the effects of four prototypes (SoniBand, Son-
iShoes, Joakinator, and Vibrants) on body perception holistically.
Our findings reveal that each prototype has an impact on feelings
about the body, movement, and emotions. Based on our findings, we
articulate Body Transformation as an experiential quality of sensory
feedback for altering body perception. The quality highlights the
transformative potential of such technologies, as well as their im-
pact on body perception, behavior and emotional state. This quality
can be used analytically to better understand the impact of sensory
feedback technologies to alter body perception. Potentially, it could
also be used generatively, using our characteristics and design in-
spirations as departing point in future generative design endeavors
that seek to foster similar body transformations. We believe that
our work offers to the TEI community valuable insights and design
knowledge in regards to sensory feedback prototypes that alter
body perception, and methodological inspiration to support wear-
able testing together with dancers as somatic connoisseurs. We
hope that our work inspires future designs and evaluations.
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